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This is the 1/24th Fujimi kit of Chris Amon and Bruce McLaren's Ford GT-40 in 
which they won Le Mans in 1966. It is a very straightforward kit. The bodywork was 
painted black so there shouldn't be any issues there. A bit of history. I set my alarm 
clock for every hour during the night to keep up with the race. Roger and I were that 
keen and so wanted the Fords to win. 

I am cheating a bit. The kit includes some very simplistic seat belts. I happened to 
have a set of Eduard 1/24th etched brass seat belt that, although they are more modern 
than the actual car (and are red where the originals were black) they look really great. 
I have used these before in a Shelby Cobra so I knew how fiddly they are to make. 4 
hours later... 

 



 
Here is a shot of the instructions. Can you imagine how fiddly this all was? 

 

I have sprayed all of the black and silver and am now putting the chassis together. I 
hope that this is going to be a simple build! 

I am enjoying this one. It has been an easy build and great fun. I am just at the point 
where I am readying the body for decals. The chassis is pretty much finished. 

The parts that should be metal have all been stripped and coated with Alclad - either 
Chrome or Aluminium. The wheels had the glossy chrome stripped off and have been 
painted with Vallejo Model Air Brass. The seat belts, as mentioned previously, are a 



bit late for the actual car but I wanted a decent set of belts in there. These are Eduard 
1/24th Sparco seat belts. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
I have always loved the GT40 and have wanted a model for many years.  The target 
for this model was the Bruce McLaren/Chris Amon Le Man winning car of 1966 as in 
this photo. 

 

 



When I found that the Fujimi kit only contained one set of decals, I was a bit 
concerned but when I saw the box, I knew that I had to build it. The kit itself went 
together with very little problems - or effort. Being black all over, I was able to use 
my favourite Vallejo black primer as the paint and then multiple coats of Klear - hand 
brushed to get a decent shine. I always find that spraying Klear leaves very thin coats 
whilst hand brushing goes on better. Remember that Klear is self levelling so you 
never get any brush marks. It is a bit disconcerting when you put on a second coat as 
you think that everything has gone wrong because the surface becomes very cloudy. 
However, what is happing is that Klear consolidates itself into a single coat from 
multiple applications so the cloudy effect is the top coat softening the layer beneath 
before this consolidation takes place. Within a few minutes, the surface is its usual 
brilliant shine again. 

The only bit that isn't quite right in the kit is the front wheels. They are designed to 
roll but the mechanism leaves them a bit floppy on the suspension. Still, as it is a 
static model, that won't matter. In fact, I would have shot some super glue of into the 
wheels to fix them in place (I only realised that it was a problem when I put the body 
on) but I have run out of super glue! I can do it later, though. 

So, here is the finished kit. 

 

 

 



 

 

Some close ups. 

 



 

 

 


